
 DIRECTION SOUTH:

      PARC DU MERCANTOUR

     ALPES MARITIMES (NICE)

         CONTACT US FOR ROOMS RESERVATIONS
                 IN ALL LODGES (FREE SERVICE)

We suggest you these trails from LIMONETTO to the South:

Three days / two nights
From Limone Piemonte railway station you can walk up to Tetto San Lorenzo in 

less than 2 hours or use the public bus service to Limonetto (ask for schedule) and 
then walk for about 40 minutes.

Overnight in ARRUCADOR mountain lodge.
The following day is dedicated to the visit of a beautiful valley following the 

Via Alpina trail to the French border; then you enter the National French Park and 
you reach the tiny village of Casterino (6 hours).

Overnight in CHAMOIS D'OR hotel.
The third and last day visit to Fontanalba Valley with its ancient prehisoric 

paintings (3,5 hours);,in the afternoon a public bus service will take you from 
Casterino to Tende, with a railway station. 

Five days / four nights
From Limone Piemonte railway station you can walk up to Tetto San Lorenzo in 

less than 2 hours or use the public bus service to Limonetto (ask for schedule) and 
then walk for about 40 minutes.

Overnight in ARRUCADOR mountain lodge.
The following day is dedicated to the visit of a beautiful valley following the 

Via Alpina trail to the French border; then you enter the National French Park and 
you reach the tiny village of Casterino (6 hours).

Overnight in CHAMOIS D'OR hotel.
The third day has a lot of interest and a long trail; first visit to Fontanalba 

Valley with its ancient prehisoric paintings (2 hours), then a long walk (about 4,30 
hours) to reach Valmasca and its refuge overlooking one of the beautiful lakes of 
this region.

Overnight in REFUGE VALMASCA mountain hut.
Fourth day: a complete visit to the 'valley of the lakes' , abour 4,30 hours 

across lakes and prehistoric paintings.
Overnight in REFUGE DE MERVEILLES mountain hut.
Last day with an easy walk down through the old mines valley (Vallon de la 

Miniere) to reach the regional road at 'Les Mesches' where you can take the local 
bus to Tende (railway station)


